
 

DataModeler FAQ & Examples

Introduction & Preliminaries
This  notebook  is  divided  into  three  sections:  Conceptual  Questions,  Practical  Questions  and  Illustrations.  The  first  two

provide textual responses to common questions whereas the last consists of very short examples illustrating key points.

A caveat is that the illustrations devote VERY little time to the model development — ranging from three seconds to two

minutes. Although sufficient for the illustration purposes, ten seconds should not be construed as a typical time constraint

since devoting additional CPU cycles is generally beneficial in developing quality models. 

In the Mathematica code in the examples of this FAQ (assuming you are reading the Mathematica notebook and not a PDF

version), we have denoted the DataModeler functions in brown. Double-click on the cell bracket of the graphics to expose

the source code. Now, let us load DataModeler and begin.

<< DataModeler`

Conceptual Questions

What is “Symbolic Regression”?

Conventional  regression  involves  assuming  a  model  form  and  then  determining  the  parameters  which  best  make  that

assumed  model  fit  the  observed  data.  Symbolic  regression,  searches  for  the  model  form  which  best  describes  the  data

behavior  —  essentially,  we  are  letting  the  data  tell  us  the  appropriate  model  form  rather  than  imposing  our  a  priori

assumptions.

The search space of possible models is infinite. How can you find THE model?

There are an infinite number of models which will fit a finite data set. There is an even more infinite set of models which

will approximately fit a data set. We are helped in our model search by a preference for simplicity — a good model should

be  both  accurate  in  terms  of  capturing  the  observed  data  behavior  AND  free  of  unnecessary  structures  and  variables.

Embracing  this  multi-objective  philosophy  allows  us  to  discover  a  variety  of  “good  enough”  models.  In  some  circum-

stances, we may want to examine this collection and select THE model; however, generally we would prefer to examine

the collection for insight but actually use multiple models as the basis of making predictions against new data.

Why use symbolic regression instead of nonlinear regression?

The quick answer is, “Because I don't have to make an a priori assumption about the model form.” Instead the evolution-

ary process will  identify the important variables and their  relationships with each other as well  as the targeted response

behavior. A secondary reason is that if the system is truly linear, that will be revealed; otherwise, we will have a level of

insight, understanding  and trustability that is difficulty to attain with linear regression — and the algorithms do the heavy

lifting to generate this better product and avoid the risk of human error.
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How are the results from symbolic regression likely to differ from those for other forms of regression

Other forms of regression either make simplifying assumptions (e.g., the model is polynomial of less than 3rd order with

no  cross-terms)  or  use  a  model  form  constructed  based  upon  human  biases  and  analysis.  Using  these  supplied  model

structures  (templates),  other  forms  of  regression  attempt  to  optimize  the  parameters.  Conversely,  symbolic  regression

attempts to discover both the structure and the associated parameters. Both a strength and a weakness is that there is no

requirement for physical reasonableness. This can lead to surprising and insightful results. Another aspect is that since an

infinite number of models can fit a data set, multiple solutions will be developed for symbolic regression and the user can

select which model(s) are best for their needs in post-processing.

How do I convince publishers that the output from symbolic regression is meaningful; many may just 
be used to linear regression with t-statistics or perhaps non-linear regression too

It is a little easier in industry where you can just say, "Do you want the money or should we leave it on the table because

we  are  not  using  what  had  been  decreed  by  the  priesthood  as  'most  effective  technology'?"  One  thing  that  has  made

symbolic regression more palatable to the statisticians within industry is using GP to identify linearizing transforms which

let them solve their lack-of-fit problems and still be able to use classical statistics.

What about the physics?

A  strength  of  symbolic  regression  is  that  it  lets  the  data  reveal  the  appropriate  model  rather  than  imposing  a  model

structure that is mathematically tractable from a human perspective. Key drivers in the targeted response behavior will be

uncovered  —  even  if  they  are  correlated  with  other  inputs.  If  we  expect  the  system  to  have  exponential  or  sinusoidal

behavior,  those  building  blocks  as  well  as  any other  specialized  domain-specific  functions  may be included in  the  model

search processing.

What is a “trustable model”? This doesn't sound like it is possible.

Trustable models are possible because of the diverse model structures that are hypothesized, explored and refined during

the model search. When we get to post-processing, we have many models from which to choose. If we select an ensemble

of  diverse  models  which  are  also  quality  models  in  that  they  are  low  in  both  error  and  complexity,  we  have  something

quite special.  This ensemble will  agree if  they are operating in the data regions used in their  development — otherwise,

they  would  not  be  “good  models”;  however,  if  they  are  asked  to  operate  outside  that  data  region  or  if  the  underlying

system  has  undergone  fundamental  changes,  then  they  will  tend  to  disagree  —  otherwise,  they  would  not  be  “diverse

models”.

By simultaneously exploring the trade-off between model accuracy and model complexity, SymbolicRegression lets the

user  easily  determine  the  best  balance  between  those  two  objectives  during  the  model  selection  process  —  this  also

increases the model trustability since we can avoid either over-fitting or under-fitting the data.

Practical Questions

How quickly can a model be discovered?

It depends upon the targeted system and the size of the available data. In some cases, a few seconds will be sufficient to

generate something interesting whereas for others we may want to devote hours (or longer) to each of multiple Indepen-

dentEvolutions to fully explore the modeling potential. The time devoted also depends upon the user definition of “good

enough” and the targeted model use.
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It depends upon the targeted system and the size of the available data. In some cases, a few seconds will be sufficient to

generate something interesting whereas for others we may want to devote hours (or longer) to each of multiple Indepen-

dentEvolutions to fully explore the modeling potential. The time devoted also depends upon the user definition of “good

enough” and the targeted model use.

A key feature of DataModeler are the auxiliary analysis functions which make the user more efficient in the pre-processing

of  data  and  post-processing  of  developed  models.  In  many  cases,  the  actual  model  development  can  be  done  by  the

computer while the user gets a cup of coffee.

Can I add my own functions?

Some users of DataModeler use it as a general-purpose genetic programming environment because everything is in there

and accessible, flexible and documented. The short answer, therefore, is, “Yes.” 

How much CPU time should I devote to model discovery?

It  depends.  DataModeler  is  amazingly  efficient;  however,  CPU  time  is  cheap  and  the  human  intervention  is  really  only

required for the pre- and post-processing so it is appropriate to err on the side of extra CPU effort. For our industrial data

modeling, runs of one to five minutes would typically be used in the exploratory phases and then sequences of multi-hour

runs running on multiple kernels on multiple machines for the final hammering on the model potential. The computers do a

good job of grinding while we sleep.

Mathematica is occupied with a symbolic regression but I'd really like to be able to use it without 
having to get another computer and copy of Mathematica 

Most copies of Mathematica are actually licensed to run two kernels simultaneously. Unfortunately, the user has to actually

go enable this on their own. Go to the Evaluation Ø Kernel Configuration Options … menu item and click the Add button.

Rename the default  kernel  to something you like (e.g.,  Scratchpad),  click the OK button and you should be in business.

Now you will be able to specify which kernel should be used by any Mathematica notebook (using the Evaluation Ø Note-

books's Kernel menu item).

Once you have multiple kernels defined, you can let one kernel crank on long modeling runs while the other is available to

look at the results which have been archived to disk. Alternately, you can set both kernels to crunching overnight and take

advantage  of  your  multi-core  machine  since  SymbolicRegression  can  automatically  archive  models  to  disk  for  subse-

quent analysis.

Can I use multiple CPUs?

At this point,  DataModeler  does not explicitly provide any support for exploiting multiple cores or multiple CPUs — other

than running multiple kernels as previously discussed. There is implicit support since Mathematica will automatically shift

to  a multi-core approach; however,  this  is  really  only  a great  benefit  if  the modeling is  addessing quite  large data sets.

Exploiting these and other computing hardware advances (e.g., GPUs) is, obviously, an area where Evolved Analytics (the

developers of DataModeler) needs to go for all of our products.

What does “appropriate complexity” mean?

For multi-objective optimization, the Pareto front consists of the optimal models. In our case, a model on the Pareto would

have no other model BOTH more accurate AND less complex than it — to choose from these optimal models requires more

information (human insight and understanding of the modeling goals). The really neat thing about DataModeler's Symbol-

icRegression is that — unlike most data modeling techniques — we don't specify the model complexity a priori; instead,

we let the data tell us the trade-off.
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For multi-objective optimization, the Pareto front consists of the optimal models. In our case, a model on the Pareto would

have no other model BOTH more accurate AND less complex than it — to choose from these optimal models requires more

information (human insight and understanding of the modeling goals). The really neat thing about DataModeler's Symbol-

icRegression is that — unlike most data modeling techniques — we don't specify the model complexity a priori; instead,

we let the data tell us the trade-off.

During  the  exploration  of  the  trade-off  between  model  accuracy  and  complexity,  we  generally  see  a  fairly  sharp  “knee”

appear in the Pareto front. Models near the knee represent the best bang-for-the-buck and are probably the ones we want

to choose for our deployed models.

Can I handle: fat data arrays, correlated  variables, massive data sets, redundant data, noisy data, 
etc.?

See the illustrations below.

Illustrations Overview
The following sections each illustrate key DataModeler and SymbolicRegression aspects. (Double-click on the graphics to

expose the source code; the DataModeler functions are in brown.)

Illustration: Creative hypothesis generation

Conventional  methods  impose  artificial  constraints  on  the  models  —  e.g.,  polynomials  —  despite  the  fact  that  these

constraints do not have a physical basis and are only imposed to make the mathematics tractable for that method or

due to a lack of imagination. 

SymbolicRegression, in contrast, lets the data define the model form free of artificial limits. Part of this is the ability

to hypothesize and explore diverse potential model structures.

Illustration: Rapid variable selection & modeling

SymbolicRegression can identify driving variables and return quality models — in just a few seconds in some cases.

Illustration: Variable selection & modeling of FAT data arrays

Due to its ability to identify and focus on driving variables, SymbolicRegression can build models from data sets that

have more variables than records.

Illustration: Redundant Information

Real-world  data  sets  often  contain  redundant  data  records  —  i.e.,  the  nearly  the  same  information  repeated  many

times.  For  any data  modeling technique,  redundant  data  slows the model  development  and may also  degrade model

quality.

DataModeler  offers tools for ranking data records based upon their  incremental  information content.  This insight may

be used to accelerate the model development as well as produce higher-quality models
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Real-world  data  sets  often  contain  redundant  data  records  —  i.e.,  the  nearly  the  same  information  repeated  many

times.  For  any data  modeling technique,  redundant  data  slows the model  development  and may also  degrade model

quality.

DataModeler  offers tools for ranking data records based upon their  incremental  information content.  This insight may

be used to accelerate the model development as well as produce higher-quality models

Illustration: Working with BIG data sets

DataModeler's SymbolicRegression algorithms are state-of-the-art and remarkably efficient. However, for really large

data sets, there are strategies which can be useful beyond simply allocating more CPU effort.

The key is  to  recognize that  for  large data sets,  generally,  not  all  the data has the same information content  and to

exploit that fact.

Illustration: Handling correlated variables

Although common, correlated variables are a major problem for most modeling techniques. In contrast, SymbolicRe-

gression can identify the best of correlated inputs and may synthesize metavariables to produce insightful, robust and

quality models.

Illustration: Dealing with noisy data

Modeling noisy data is difficult since we want to model the fundamental behavior and not noise-induced perturbations.

DataModeler  and SymbolicRegression  lets us easily identify the models providing the best trade-off  between model

complexity, accuracy and constituent variables. 

Illustration: Trustable Models

Empirical models only know the information they have been provided during their development. As a result, using them

is a bit like driving a car only using the rear-view mirror. Ensembles of diverse but accurate models let us take some of

the trepidation out of model use by providing a warning that either the system dynamics have changed or the model is

being asked to operate in uncharted territory.

Trustable Models is a unique and valuable benefit of SymbolicRegression  which is possible because we can develop

diverse model structures which are comparable in both accuracy and complexity.

Illustration: Model-based Outlier Detection

Outlier detection for nonlinear systems with lots of input variables is very hard to achieve using conventional methods.

However, an outlier is either the most important nugget in the data set or something which should be removed from

the modeling process to avoid distorting the results. Deciding which requires human insight. 

DataModeler provides tools for outlier detection both before and after the model development. Here we look at model-

based outlier detection.
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Illustration: Active Design-of-Experiments

The conventional approach to experimental design is to: 

(a) make a bunch of simplifying assumptions

(b) assume a model form based upon ease of data analysis

(c) run a batch of experiments and

(c) check whether the data confirmed the a priori assumptions and, if not, start over.

The ability of SymbolicRegression to synthesize, assess and refine models and, furthermore, build a trust metric on

WHERE  those  models  are  valid  means  that  we  can  integrate  modeling  and  data  collection  and  shift  from  a  passive

collect-data-then-analyze mode into an active DOE framework. The benefits are HUGE. At the end of the data collection

we have BOTH an awareness of significant variables AND a quality response model. Furthermore, at each step of the

process,  we have chosen the next  data point  to maximize the anticipated information content — thereby achieving a

better  result  with  few experiments  than  if  a  conventional  approach  were  adopted.  For  some systems,  an  active  DOE

strategy could require orders-of-magnitude fewer experiments be conducted.

The implications for time-to-market, product quality and customer satisfaction should be obvious.

Illustration: Creative hypothesis generation

Conventional  methods impose artificial  constraints  on the models  — e.g.,

polynomials — despite the fact that these constraints do not have a physi-

cal basis and are only imposed to make the mathematics tractable for that

method or due to a lack of imagination. 

SymbolicRegression,  in  contrast,  lets  the  data  define  the  model  form

free of artificial limits. Part of this is the ability to hypothesize and explore

diverse potential model structures.

Generate trivial data

Let us generate the trivial data set below. Our first inclination would be to assume a straight-line linear model. HOWEVER,

the reality is that we only know truth (assuming there is not contribution from noise or other perturbations) at two points.

Between the observed data points we cannot be confident in any conclusions — even though we do have a bias for simplic-

ity and an aversion to unwarranted complexity.
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With only two points — what is the model?

Search for possible models

Now let us devote three seconds to identifying models which fit this data. Although we might intuitively prefer the simple

linear model, all of the other discovered models also fit the data exactly! (Mousing over the ResponseSurfacePlot curves

will  display  the  underlying  model  whereas  mousing  over  the  functions  in  the  ModelSelectionReport  will  display  the

variables embedded within the expression.)

We  can  exploit  the  creativity  of  SymbolicRegression  in  a  number  of  ways  in  addition  to  searching  for  possible  model

structures. Ensembles of diverse but quality models imply that we can develop a trust metric on our predictions. We can

also use the model disagreement to guide data collection for Adaptive DOE. We will discuss these topics more later.

The key take-away here is that while a linear model might be appropriate — and, if it is appropriate, it will be recognized

and reported as such — the data determines the model form.

A diverse set of models can exactly fit the data
Some of the discovered models
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developed model response behaviors

Illustration: Rapid variable selection & modeling

SymbolicRegression  can  identify  driving  variables  and  return  quality

models — in just a few seconds in some cases.
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Generate the data

Below we generate 10 data points using five input variables. The response behavior that we are modeling is a nonlinear

function of two of the inputs. In general, we would receive a data table such as that shown and be tasked with extracting

insight from that set of numbers.

The Tabular View of What We Know
record ! var1 var2 var3 var4 var5 response

1 2.69498 7.49458 1.10991 0.932838 2.45841 17.3644
2 5.08218 7.02582 6.0336 1.04629 7.21028 8.15522
3 9.93869 0.926966 5.52931 9.63691 7.22267 4.46364
4 7.90788 6.50814 9.60894 6.55463 4.13898 10.6695
5 8.03572 5.59835 1.25006 9.22449 9.06266 6.53492
6 0.846229 7.0684 6.46086 8.06416 9.76517 7.05751
7 1.60726 5.75178 3.9922 0.279575 7.72541 7.07134
8 8.00954 1.29574 7.51696 5.87143 7.54968 4.62918
9 1.03684 1.49364 7.1595 1.88967 0.519543 8.89801
10 4.84071 7.77513 5.53242 1.18655 6.16831 9.51509

Staring at list of numbers is a good way to go blind. A BivariatePlot  lets us examine all  pairwise combinations of data.

Although useful, such visualization techniques break down when we are faced with many variables and nonlinear interac-

tions between more than a few inputs.

BivariatePlot of what we know
1 2 3 4 5 6

var1

var2

var3

var4

var5

response

Perform a SymbolicRegression

Now let  us devote 15 seconds  to searching for models which capture this behavior.  The modeling process explores the

trade-off between ModelComplexity and model error (1-R2  is the default metric). This is illustrated in the ParetoFron-

tLogPlot  below  which  displays  each  of  the  returned  models'  quality  metrics  —  complexity  AND  accuracy.  The  models

denoted by red dots lie on the ParetoFront and are ALL optimal in the sense that for a given level of accuracy there is no

simpler model or,  conversely, for a given level  of  complexity there is no more accurate model.  Mousing over the quality

points will popup the underlying model; as we can see, a wide variety of model structures and variable combinations have

been proposed and explored during even this very short modeling exercise.

With only ten data points and five variables, it is possible to discover spurious relationships; however, the focus on model

simplicity does a remarkable job of identifying and isolating the driving variables. This is illustrated by the VariablePres-

enceMap  of  the  models  along  the  ParetoFront.  As  we  move  from  least  complex  to  most  complex  models,  we  will,

typically,  see  variables  being  introduces  as  their  information  content  provides  a  model  accuracy  benefit  relative  to  the

corresponding increase in model complexity.
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With only ten data points and five variables, it is possible to discover spurious relationships; however, the focus on model

simplicity does a remarkable job of identifying and isolating the driving variables. This is illustrated by the VariablePres-

enceMap  of  the  models  along  the  ParetoFront.  As  we  move  from  least  complex  to  most  complex  models,  we  will,

typically,  see  variables  being  introduces  as  their  information  content  provides  a  model  accuracy  benefit  relative  to  the

corresponding increase in model complexity.

15 Seconds of Modeling

5 10 15
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Variable Presence Map

The VariableCombinationTable lets us look at which combinations of variables are popular in the selected model set. As

we can see, there has been strong selectivity towards the true driving inputs.

Variable Combination Table
numî % Variables Used ParetoFrontPlot

1 88ï 73.9 %
x2
x5

2 6ï 5.0 % x5

The ModelSelectionTable lets us examine models along with their corresponding quality metrics. By default it shows the

models which lie on the ParetoFront — in other words, the best models. Here we can confirm that wildly different models

structures have been hypothesized and explored. 
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In the above table, note that we have NOT discovered the true underlying function. Of course, in the real world all data is

corrupted  by  noise  and  perturbations  so  we  typically  don't  want  a  model  that  exactly  fits  the  observed  data  behavior.

Rather, we seek a “good enough” model that captures the response dynamics without being inappropriately complex. In

the case of multivariate data, identifying the driving variables can also be key to human insight and understanding.

Illustration: Variable selection & modeling of FAT data arrays

Due to its ability to identify and focus on driving variables, SymbolicRe-

gression  can  build  models  data  sets   that  have  more  variables  than

records.
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Generate a FAT data array — 30 records of 100 variables

Here we take the toy problem used above but now we have 100 variables and 30 records.

Perform a SymbolicRegression

Extracting  the  driving  variables  and  building  models  from a  fat  array  like  this  is  more  difficult.  Hence,  we  will  devote  a

minute to the SymbolicRegression model search. As seen below, even this moderate amount of allotted time is sufficient

to  isolate  the  driving  variables  and  build  reasonably  good  models.  Below  we  have  used  ModelDimensionality  as  a

SecondaryModelingObjective;  as  a  result,  the  search  process  will  simultaneously  search  for  the  best  model  with  one

variable, two variables, etc. with higher dimension models also forced to compete against all models with fewer numbers

of variables. As a result, the search is automatically focused on low-dimensional models and the likelihood of returning a

trivial model — e.g., the linear sum of 30 variables in this case — is mitigated.

Modeling the FAT data array

100 200 300

x1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9x10x11x12x13x14x15x16x17x18x19x20x21x22x23x24x25x26x27x28x29x30x31x32x33x34x35x36x37x38x39x40x41x42x43x44x45x46x47x48x49x50x51x52x53x54x55x56x57x58x59x60x61x62x63x64x65x66x67x68x69x70x71x72x73x74x75x76x77x78x79x80x81x82x83x84x85x86x87x88x89x90x91x92x93x94x95x96x97x98x99
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Variable Presence in All Models
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Presence in models with R2 > 0.9
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Presence in ParetoFront Models
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Using the insight from the initial SymbolicRegression to focus additional modeling

Below we identify the variables present in at least 10% of the models having at least an 80% R2.  Notice that the number

of variables in the “good models” is pretty tightly focused on just a few variables. 

Summary from the initial fat array SymbolicRegression

variables having >10% presence in models with R2>0.8

!Models % of Models Variable Meaning
1 9 100.0 x5 var5
2 9 100.0 x2 var2

Model Selection Report

Complexity 1-R2 Function
1 11 0.623 5.184+0.782 var2
2 14 0.566 5.712+0.108 var10 var2

3 19 0.122 4.774+ 2.918var2
var5

4 23 0.107 3.190+ 2.494var2
var5

5 24 0.075 5.041+ 0.556var22
var5

6 41 0.014 4.709+ 1.397var23ê2
var5

If we wanted to improve our models, we could devote more CPU time to the model search above. Alternately, assuming

that  we  are  reasonably  confident  that  we  have  identified  the  correct  driving  variables,  we  could  focus  the  subsequent

search  to  only  use  the  identified  potential  driving  variables.  This  means  that  the  search  is  more  efficient  since  it  can

neglect considering the variables which were not significant in the exploratory modeling. This result is shown below.

A 2nd round of modeling vs. the FAT data
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ParetoFront variables

Illustration: Redundant Information

Real-world  data  sets  often  contain  redundant  data  records  —  i.e.,  the

nearly the same information repeated many times. For any data modeling

technique,  redundant  data  slows  the  model  development  and  may  also

degrade model quality.

DataModeler  offers tools for ranking data records based upon their  incre-

mental  information  content.  This  insight  may  be  used  to  accelerate  the

model development as well as produce higher-quality models
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An unbalanced data set and its incremental information content

Redundant  information  is  common  in  many  real-world  data  sets  —  especially  systems  with  feedback  such  as  industrial

plants or financial systems. Redundant data is a problem for two reasons: (a) CPU time is spent evaluating models against

essentially  the  same  information  and  (b)  overloaded  regions  of  parameter  space  will  be  unduly  weighted  in  the  model

evaluation — in other words, a focus on local rather than global accuracy.

Below we have data with a  small  region of  parameter  space greatly  oversampled relative to  the overall  valid  parameter

ranges.  The  BalanceData[  ]  function  uses  the  SMITS  algorithm  to  rank  each  data  record  in  terms  of  its  incremental

information content. As we can see from the plot on the right, most of the information is contained within a small fraction

of the data records — which would agree with our intuition in this case.

Incremental information content behavior

Using this insight into the information content, we can identify balanced data subsets which capture the overall  behavior

and which we can use in our subsequent modeling. As shown below, we can easily gain a significant reduction in the data

set size without a significant reduction in the information being supplied into the modeling process.
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Comparing using redundant vs. balanced data in model building

Below we devote 90 seconds to SymbolicRegression using the entire data set as input and, also, 90 seconds for another

SymbolicRegression  using  a  MUCH  smaller  set  from  the  BalancedData  results.  We  are  much  further  to  achieving  a

quality model by avoiding spending lots of CPU time on the redundant information.

Balanced Data Accelerates the Model Development

Illustration: Working with BIG data sets

DataModeler's  SymbolicRegression  algorithms  are  state-of-the-art  and

remarkably efficient. However, for really large data sets, there are strate-

gies which can be useful beyond simply allocating more CPU effort.

The key is to recognize that for large data sets, generally, not all the data

has the same information content and to exploit that fact.
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DataModeler's  SymbolicRegression  algorithms  are  state-of-the-art  and

remarkably efficient. However, for really large data sets, there are strate-

gies which can be useful beyond simply allocating more CPU effort.

The key is to recognize that for large data sets, generally, not all the data

has the same information content and to exploit that fact.

Synthesize a large data set

Let  us  continue with  the  same underlying system used in  the  previous  illustration.  However,  this  time we will  uniformly

distribute the sample points over the parameter space. Even though this data set is uniformly distributed, we can see from

the BalanceData analysis that they are not judged to all be equal from an information perspective.

As we can see from the sequence below, we can get a very good approximation of the response surface from relatively few

data  points.  Obviously,  if  we  were  dealing  with  more  than  two  variables  it  would  be  difficult  to  look  at  the  response

behavior and visually determine the minimum number of points required. Fortunately, the key takeaway is that we have a

means to prioritize data records based upon their  information value. When we are dealing with big real-world data sets,

we should expect to be able to capture the information content in fewer than the nominal number of data records.

Develop models against the large data set

There are essentially four strategies that we can use to attack the big data sets:

Ì More  Time  &  Effort:  Simply  throwing  more  CPU  cycles  at  the  modeling  can  be  effective  since  the

SymbolicRegression  algorithms  are  quite  good  at  continual  innovation  and  can  be  distributed  over

multiple Mathematica kernels and CPUs.
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Ì Balanced  Data  Subset:  Given  that  not  all  data  records  are  equal,  we  could  choose  an  information

threshold which (we think) captures the response behavior  and use that  as a surrogate for  the entire

data set.

Ì OrdinalGP:   This  approach  involves  starting  with  smaller  randomly  chosen  data  subsets.  Then,  over

time, the fraction of the data used in the random subsets is increased until, eventually, the entire data

set is used for the final evaluations.

Ì ESSENCE:  This approach uses the data ordering and information ranking of  BalanceData  and rather

than using random data subsets starts with the identified key data records and, over time, introduces

new  information  into  the  model  building  at  a  rate  proportional  to  its  incremental  information

contribution.

These four approaches are illustrated below where we have imposed a TimeConstraint of 90 seconds on each Symbol-

icRegression.  The results are stochastic; however,  as a general  rule,  we will  see the ESSENCE approach have the best

performance within a given allotted time. All of the data subsetting approaches will, typically, beat the approach of simply

using the massive data set as a monolithic block. 

The disadvantage of the OrdinalGP & ESSENCE approaches is the profiles require an awareness of how many generations

will be run rather than the open-ended. (Actually, modeling runs will naturally terminate after a half-day to several days,

depending  upon  the  data  set  size.)  Hence,  below  we  also  define  an  option  set  to  support  the  OrdinalGP  &  ESSENCE

algorithms.
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OrdinalGP & ESSENCE start with smaller subsets and ramp up

ESSENCE  is  an  experimental  feature  in  DataModeler  and  still  being  refined  and  optimized.  Future  versions  will  also  be

easier to use. The current best strategy is to hold the computational load constant for each modeling generation and add

new data records at a rate commensurate with their value-added. This produces the nonlinear introduction curve shown to

the left below. To hold the CPU loading constant, the population size also has a corresponding nonlinear ramp down.
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ESSENCE exploits balanced data
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Illustration: Handling correlated variables

Although common, correlated variables are a major problem for most mod-

eling techniques.  In contrast,  SymbolicRegression  can identify  the best

of correlated inputs and may synthesize metavariables to produce insight-

ful, robust and quality models.

Generate the correlated data

Here we have two driving variables which are unknown. These are transformed to produce the observed variables as well

as the response that we want to model. In looking at the BivariatePlot below, there isn't an obvious relationship between

the observed inputs and the response. However, we do see instances of highly coupled inputs which would generally cause

problems  for  traditional  modeling  techniques.  The  underlying  relationships  between  the  two  (unknown)  real  drivers  and

the observed inputs and response, of course, are unknown to the modeling process.
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Coupled observed inputs and observed response
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

j1 j2

j2 j3

j32

Hj3 + 1L2

j1 j3

j2
j3

j2-1
j3

y=
j1
j2

Devoting fifteen seconds to modeling discovers the underlying relationship — and manages to not get confused by the fact

that some inputs are highly correlated and, furthermore, that the observed response is not linearly correlated to the input

variables. This is pretty cool.

Illustration: Dealing with noisy data

Modeling  noisy  data  is  difficult  since  we  want  to  model  the  fundamental

behavior  and not  noise-induced perturbations.  DataModeler  and Symbol-

icRegression  lets us easily identify the models providing the best trade-

off between model complexity, accuracy and constituent variables. 

Define some noisy data

Let is define a fairly simple function with two driving variables and synthesize some data using the truth function and add

random noise to the response. The BivariatePlot of the data and response is shown below. Can you tell that the x1 and

x2 variables are the real drivers for the response?
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Let is define a fairly simple function with two driving variables and synthesize some data using the truth function and add

random noise to the response. The BivariatePlot of the data and response is shown below. Can you tell that the x1 and

x2 variables are the real drivers for the response?

This is some noisy data
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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x8

y

What we have is the data. Let us first model the data with a quick SymbolicRegression. For this particular problem, we

want to hammer on the ModelDimensionality;  however,  we will  only devote two minutes  to the model  search.  From

the  ParetoFrontPlot  below,  we  can  see  that  this  generates  a  reasonably  high-quality  set  of  models  given  the  noise

contained within the inputs. We can also see the existence of a noise floor and a bend (knee) in the ParetoFront with a

relatively  sharp  decrease  in  the  incremental  benefit  of  adding  model  complexity.  In  general,  we  want  to  choose  models

from near the knee of the ParetoFront since they provide the best balance between accuracy and complexity. Note that

the data tells us the appropriate complexity not an a priori assumption made before the modeling.

As  we  can  see  from  the  VariablePresenceMap,  there  are  clearly  two  variables  which  are  important.  There  are  other

variables which MAY be important; however, they seem to come in later during as we work our way to increasing complex-

ity so they may be chasing the noise perturbations.
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models with R2>80%

Above we formed an ensemble from the UncorrelatedModels which have two variables and which have a complexity less

than 150 and an R2 > 80%. We can see at the upper end the prediction of the ridge riding through the superimposed noise

— but we wouldn't really know that if we didn't have a priori  knowledge of the response behavior. That said, if  we were

dealing with industrial data and saw a prediction vs. actual plot that looked like this, we might be happy — especially if the

underlying model featured only two of the eight available variables.
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Above we formed an ensemble from the UncorrelatedModels which have two variables and which have a complexity less

than 150 and an R2 > 80%. We can see at the upper end the prediction of the ridge riding through the superimposed noise

— but we wouldn't really know that if we didn't have a priori  knowledge of the response behavior. That said, if  we were

dealing with industrial data and saw a prediction vs. actual plot that looked like this, we might be happy — especially if the

underlying model featured only two of the eight available variables.

If we look at the ResponseSurfacePlot  of this ensemble we see that we have quickly sorted out the multivariate input

data,  identified  the  key  inputs  AND  built  a  reasonably  good  approximation  to  the  true  system  dynamics  while  avoiding

overfitting to the injected noise. And all  of this in a total of two minutes of compute time. We should be impressed. The

TriangularSurfacePlot  of  the  two  variables  which  were  identified  as  drivers  shows  the  input  data  used  for  the  model

development.

The Observed Data

Illustration: Trustable Models

Empirical  models  only  know  the  information  they  have  been  provided  during  their

development. As a result,  using them is a bit  like driving a car only using the rear-

view mirror. Ensembles of diverse but accurate models let us take some of the trepi-

dation  out  of  model  use  by  providing  a  warning  that  either  the  system  dynamics

have changed or the model is being asked to operate in uncharted territory.

Trustable Models  is  a  unique and valuable  benefit  of  SymbolicRegression  which

is  possible  because  we can develop  diverse  model  structures  which  are  comparable

in both accuracy and complexity.

Sample a sigmoid function

For  ease  of  understanding,  we  will  use  a  sigmoid  sampled  in  one  variable  as  the  underlying  function.  The  function  and

corresponding observations are shown below.
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Evolve models 

Now we execute multiple IndependentEvolutions  in  our SymbolicRegression  model  search.  Because of  the founders

effect, each modeling run follows a different trajectory in searching for quality model structures.To build a trustable model,

we want to use a collection of diverse models which are comparable in terms of both accuracy and complexity. As we can

see from the ParetoFrontLogPlot  below,  each of  the  four  IndependentEvolutions  had varying  degrees  of  success  in

modeling the sigmoid. Given enough time, the SymbolicRegression  will  overcome the founders effect and converge on

comparable ParetoFront  behaviors;  however,  fifteen seconds isn't  a  lot  of  search time so,  in  this  case,  we still  see the

substantial differences — even though a few are, obviously, quite efficient in discovering a good set of potential solutions.

As we work along the ParetoFront, we see the effect of adding model complexity. The first model is, of course, the best

first-order linear model. (Mousing over the ResponseSurfacePlot curves or the corresponding red dots in the ParetoFron-

tLogPlot will show the underlying models.)

Models From Four IndependentEvolutions of 15 Seconds

ParetoFront models

x1

Model !1

x1

Model !2

x1

Model !3

x1

Model !4

x1

Model !5

x1

Model !6

As an aside, in the above we have made the model search process harder since we have not included an exponential as

one of the FunctionPatterns building blocks. The default set (add, subtract, multiply, divide, square and square-root) can

easily be expanded to include other functions (e.g., abs, power, log, exponential, unitstep, sine, cos, etc.) if such behav-

iors are anticipated in the observed data.

Create an ensemble

For a good trustable model — aka, an ensemble — we are not looking for THE model. Rather, we are looking for a diverse

collection of  good models  as opposed to a tight  focus on great  models.  The default  behavior  of  CreateModelEnsemble

will  focus  on the knee of  the ParetoFront  to  generate  good predictions  while  also  including diverse models  to  facilitate

detection of either extrapolation or behavior changes in the underlying system. 

Below we have a fairly loose QualityBox of models having a better than 99% R2 and a ModelComplexity less than 150.

As  we  can  see  from  the  EnsemblePredictionPlot,  the  ensemble  does  a  very  good  job  of  predicting  the  observed

response behavior. We want to include both more complex and less accurate models than we would consider if  we were

looking for THE model since these models will  provide the detection of new operating conditions while the models at the

knee  (which  is  were  we  presume THE  model  resides)  provides  the  prediction  accuracy  we  want  when  we  are  operating

within the known parameter space.
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Ensemble Performance vs. Known Data

The  diversity  in  the  models  selected  for  the  ensemble  is  shown  in  the  response  behaviors  below  as  well  as  an  over-

weighting of the models near the knee of the ParetoFront.
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The response behaviors of the ensemble models

The trustability metric — detecting extrapolation

Below we show the true model and the ensemble response for over both the observed data range and a range expansion

of ±100%. For both the nominal range and expanded range, we show the prediction trust metric defined by the Ensemble-

DivergenceFunction (mouse over the curve to display the metric being used).

The model extrapolation behaviors on the second row illustrate two very important points:

1) the model prediction degrades gracefully despite being asked to extrapolate an extremely large distance away from the

parameter ranges used in the model development.

2) the trust measure flags that the model is being asked to operate in uncharted territory.
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Ensemble vs. Truth vs. Extrapolation

x

the true model

x

truth ±100%

x1

ensemble response

x1

ensemble extrapolating

x1

trust measure

x1

trust measure ±100%

The profound implications of trustability

The dogma of machine learning is that the available data should be partitioned into training, test and validation subsets

and  THE  chosen  model  must  perform well  on  all  data  subsets.  This  is  because  they  hypothesize  a  model  structure  in  a

context-free  manner  and must  guard against  over-fitting  the data.  In  contrast,  as  we have seen,  SymbolicRegression

explores  the complexity-accuracy trade-off  and identifies  driving variables  which facilitates  choosing appropriate  models.

This enables us to easily and effectively extract models and insight from FAT data arrays.

Now  let  us  further  exploit  the  diversity  of  models  structures  developed  by  multiple  IndependentEvolutions  to  form

diverse  ensembles  of  quality  model  (i.e.,  appropriate  complexity  and accuracy).  These  ensembles  will  agree  and predict

well when operating in known operating regions (otherwise, they wouldn't be “good models”) but will diverge when either

operating outside this space or the underlying system has gone through a fundamental change (otherwise, they would not

be  “diverse  models”).  KNOWING  that  the  output  of  an  empirical  model  is  suspect  is  very  unique  and  valuable  —  and,

hopefully, can help us to avoid physical, financial or intellectual disaster in its real-world application.

An  implication  of  the  trustability  is  that  we  are  able  to  use  ALL  DATA  in  the  model  development  rather  than  reserving

significant subsets for testing. The result from this is that the SymbolicRegression has better information available to it

than would be available to other machine learning techniques — avoiding the self-induced myopia that is inflicted upon the

other techniques by their limitations.

A diversion into extrapolation

Speaking  of  dogma,  a  common  practice  is  to  assume  that  a  polynomial  model  is  appropriate.  Alas,  nature  is  often  not

aware that it should restrict itself to simplistic and mathematically tractable forms. As we have seen in the above, Symbol-

icRegression lets the data determine the appropriate model form. By way of contrast, let us use CreateLinearModel to

generate polynomials of various order and fit them to the sigmoid data. The result is shown below.
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The  actual  fitted  models  are  tabulated  below.  Since  the  targeted  response  behavior  is  anti-symmetric,  the  even-order

models do not contribute anything in terms of accuracy relative to the next smaller odd-order model — with the exception

of increased ModelComplexity.

Model Selection Report

Complexity Noise Power Function
1 11 0.061 0.500+0.045 x1
2 11 0.061 0.500+0.045 x1
3 27 0.016 0.500+0.081 x1 + I-2.244µ10-4M x13

4 55 0.016 0.500+0.081 x1 + I5.576µ10-19M x12 + I-2.244µ10-4M x13 + I-1.424µ10-20M x14

5 71 0.004 0.500+0.111 x1 + I4.460µ10-18M x12 + I-7.911µ10-4M x13 + I-2.279µ10-20M x14 + I1.989µ10-6M x15

6 87 0.004 0.500+0.111 x1 + I-4.460µ10-18M x12 + I-7.911µ10-4M x13 + I7.692µ10-20M x14 + I1.989µ10-6M x15 + I-2.398µ10-22M x16

7 103 7.767µ10-4 0.500+0.137 x1 + I-2.453µ10-17M x12 +-0.002 x13 + I3.760µ10-19M x14 + I1.124µ10-5M x15 + I-1.305µ10-21M x16 + I-2.386µ10-8M x17

8 119 7.767µ10-4 0.500+0.137 x1 + I3.122µ10-17M x12 +-0.002 x13 + I-6.894µ10-19M x14 + I1.124µ10-5M x15 + I5.967µ10-21M x16 + I-2.386µ10-8M x17 + I-

The ResponsePlot of each of the linear polynomials is shown below along with that of the ensemble. This illustrates that

the  ensemble  does  a  better  job  of  fitting  the  targeted  behavior  — despite  the  fact  that  the  selected  constituent  models

have ModelComplexity closer to that of the 3rd order polynomial

Linear Models vs Sigmoid Data
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Trustable Ensemble

The  real  benefit  of  a  ModelEnsemble  becomes  apparent  in  the  ResponsePlot  set  below  where  we  have  asked  each

model  to  operate  over  a  ±100% RangeExpansion  beyond  the  nominal  DataVariableRange.  As  we  can  see,  only  the

ensemble  displays  the  correct  extrapolation  behavior  —  while,  simultaneously,  flagging  that  its  predictions  should  be

treated with suspiscion.
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The  real  benefit  of  a  ModelEnsemble  becomes  apparent  in  the  ResponsePlot  set  below  where  we  have  asked  each

model  to  operate  over  a  ±100% RangeExpansion  beyond  the  nominal  DataVariableRange.  As  we  can  see,  only  the

ensemble  displays  the  correct  extrapolation  behavior  —  while,  simultaneously,  flagging  that  its  predictions  should  be

treated with suspiscion.

Linear Models vs Data & ±100% RangeExpansions
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Trustable Ensemble

In general, a trustable model will not yield a perfect extrapolation behavior; however, experience shows that they do tend

to degrade more gracefully than models based upon a priori  structures imposed independent of the underlying behavior.

Letting the data speak for itself seems to be a good thing.

Illustration: Model-based Outlier Detection

Outlier detection for nonlinear systems with lots of input variables is very

hard to achieve using conventional methods. However, an outlier is either

the most important nugget in the data set or something which should be

removed from the modeling process to avoid distorting the results. Decid-

ing which requires human insight. 

DataModeler provides tools for outlier detection both before and after the

model development. Here we look at model-based outlier detection.

Define noisy data which includes an outlier

Here we build upon the previous noisy data example but append an outlier at the end of the data set with the sample data

point  being  at  the  center  of  the  parameter  space  and  the  outlier  being  in  the  middle  of  the  response  values.  From the

perspective of the BivariatePlot, there are no obvious outliers — and we definitely wouldn't flag one like this that was in

the middle of the data and response ranges.
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Noisy Data HCan you spot the outlier?L
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Evolve models from the noisy data containing the outlier

What  we  have  is  the  data.  Let  us  first  model  the  data  with  a  one  minute  SymbolicRegression  via  three  20  second

IndependentEvolutions.  This  generates  a  reasonably  high-quality  set  of  models  given  the  noise  contained  within  the

inputs and does a good job of isolating the driving variables.
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variables in models with R2>80%

Now let us form an ensemble from the models with an R2 > 0.8 and a complexity less than 150. We can see at the upper

end the EnsemblePredictionPlot of the ridge riding through the superimposed noise.

Identify outliers

The  concept  behind  a  DataOutlierAnalysis  is  to  look  at  the  difficulty  of  modeling  a  data  record  response  by  “good

models” which can handle the majority of the data well. If a data record has an unusually large StrangenessMetric, then

it is flagged and reported. As we can see below, we have correctly identified the artificially introduced outlier. The outlier

distance is the key parameter below; its definition is (take a deep breath) the number of inter-quantile distances a data

records strangeness is away from the nearest quantile. The default is to flag a record as an outlier if  this value is larger

than 1.5 and values greater than 3 should be viewed as a far outlier and definitely unusually difficult to model. (These are

the same criteria used by BoxWhiskerPlot.)
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The  concept  behind  a  DataOutlierAnalysis  is  to  look  at  the  difficulty  of  modeling  a  data  record  response  by  “good

models” which can handle the majority of the data well. If a data record has an unusually large StrangenessMetric, then

it is flagged and reported. As we can see below, we have correctly identified the artificially introduced outlier. The outlier

distance is the key parameter below; its definition is (take a deep breath) the number of inter-quantile distances a data

records strangeness is away from the nearest quantile. The default is to flag a record as an outlier if  this value is larger

than 1.5 and values greater than 3 should be viewed as a far outlier and definitely unusually difficult to model. (These are

the same criteria used by BoxWhiskerPlot.)

DataOutlierTable@outlierEnsemble, outlierData, outlierResponseD

Data Outlier Analysis Table

oulier rank index strangeness outlier distance data record observed response
1 51 1.73 2.68 80, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0< -1.74

Based upon this analysis, below we visually tag the outlier record(s) (rotate the graphic to see the artificially introduced

outlier) and also remove the outlier and look at the ensemble performance against the cleaned data. 

Having a means to easily validate input multivariate data which are coupled to produce the observed response is HUGE.

Illustration: Active Design-of-Experiments

The conventional approach to experimental design is to: 

(a) make a bunch of simplifying assumptions

(b) assume a model form based upon ease of data analysis

(c) run a batch of experiments and

(c) check whether the data confirmed the a priori assumptions and, if not,

start over.

The ability of SymbolicRegression to synthesize, assess and refine mod-

els  and,  furthermore,  build  a  trust  metric  on  WHERE  those  models  are

valid  means that  we can integrate modeling and data collection and shift

from a passive collect-data-then-analyze mode into an active DOE frame-

work.  The  benefits  are  HUGE.  At  the  end  of  the  data  collection  we  have

BOTH an awareness of significant variables AND a quality response model.

Furthermore,  at  each step of  the process,  we have chosen the next  data

point  to  maximize  the  anticipated  information  content  — thereby  achiev-

ing  a  better  result  with  few experiments  than  if  a  conventional  approach

were  adopted.  For  some  systems,  an  active  DOE  strategy  could  require

orders-of-magnitude fewer experiments be conducted.

The implications for time-to-market, product quality and customer satisfac-

tion should be obvious.
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BOTH an awareness of significant variables AND a quality response model.
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point  to  maximize  the  anticipated  information  content  — thereby  achiev-

ing  a  better  result  with  few experiments  than  if  a  conventional  approach

were  adopted.  For  some  systems,  an  active  DOE  strategy  could  require

orders-of-magnitude fewer experiments be conducted.

The implications for time-to-market, product quality and customer satisfac-

tion should be obvious.

The Objectives & the Strategy

Suppose we have a formulation design problem. Unfortunately, we don't know which of the many parameters are impor-

tant and, furthermore, there is a fair amount of noise in our experimental test rig. Our goals are:

1) identify which parameters (processing setpoints, ingredients, additives, etc.) are most important,

2) understand the basic trade-offs between parameters

3) develop a new formulation which will satisfy the customer needs and

4) do this as fast and efficiently as possible — otherwise, we are leaving money on the table.

One approach would be to follow a conventional  DOE approach, run a full-factorial  DOE (2N  experiments where N  is  the

number of parameters), try to figure out which variables are important based upon a linear model assumption and then try

to optimize the variables which were tagged as significant. The problem is that when we are done with the first round of

(1,024 if  N = 10 )  experiments  we know very  little  about  the  system response behavior  AND we have assumed that  our

simplifying assumptions are not TOO simplifying.

The strategy we are advocating here is to: 

a) collect an initial (small) data set,

b) build ensembles of symbolic regression (which, you recall, feature a trustability measure),

c)  collect  more data to  confirm/deny the estimated optimal  response AND to drive uncertainty  out  of  the

model — effectively, we seek to maximize the information content of each collected data sample.

d) build more model ensembles and repeat b-d until “good enough” has been achieved.

As  we  shall  see,  integrating  the  modeling  and  data  collection  is  MUCH  more  efficient  and  effective  than  a  decoupled

approach.
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Define the underlying system & experimental rig

For this illustration, we will assume that we have ten parameters which all lie in the range @-7, 7D. To simplify the visualiza-

tion,  only  the  first  two  actually  count  and  the  remaining  eight  are  superfluous.  The  response  behavior  from  these  two

variables is shown to the left below; however, out test system used to generate data is noisy so what would be seen by

the active DOE process would tend to look more like that shown to the right.

Since we will  be starting with relatively few data samples, it  will  be easy to get spurious correlations in the early going.

The  data  collection  needs  to  be  able  to  drive  out  the  spurious  correlations  and  focus  on  the  true  driving  variables  AND

build a good response model.

Collect some initial data and build models

Below  we  generate  random  sample  points  within  the  10-D  parameter  space  and  collect  experimental  results  at  those

points as well as the center point. After devoting a minute to a model search, we take the models with a complexity less

than 150 and use the best third of these from an accuracy perspective as the candidate set from which we build a model

ensemble. The selected models and their variable presence are shown below. We also show the response and divergence

surfaces of the ensemble — restricting the plots to only the variables which are in at least 30% of the ensemble models.
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The initial experiments and modeling results
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Identify where we should collect more data

Given  the  paucity  of  input  data,  we  are  not  likely  to  have  very  good  models  coming  out  of  the  initial  round  of  model

building; however, the models will likely have good performance metrics since we have lots of variables and few observa-

tions which must  be fit.  Using the ensemble of  “good models”  we look for  the point  of  maximum model  uncertainty  (as

defined  by  the  EnsembleDivergenceFunction)  as  well  as  the  predicted  maximum  response  point.  (The  algorithm

implemented below is  a  little  more sophisticated in  that  if  either  point  had been previously  discovered,  a  local  search is

done from a variety of starting points and takes the best result which had not previously been discovered. If that doesn't

uncover a unique new sampling point, then the identified point is randomly perturbed. Variables not present in the ensem-

ble are randomly chosen within their range.)

In the early stages of active DOE, the new data points will tend to shatter the model performance since the hypothesized

model structures will  not accommodate the new information. In the later stages, the inclusion of new information will be

less  destructive  since  the  basic  structure  is  correct  and  now refinement  is  needed.  When  the  models  are  shattered,  we

know that the new data has added significant information 

The effect of incorporating the new experiment results

Automate the Adaptive DOE Processing

Below we show the results  from automating the adaptive  DOE search.  We iteratively  devote  90 seconds of  CPU time to

searching for models, then trying to identify the locations which will best refine the models, and then repeat the process.

We interpret and discuss the sequence in the following section; however, given that the next sample point was determined

using a total of 90 seconds of CPU time, there is not a practical barrier to integrating the modeling with the data collection

in real-world experimental design. (To see the generating Mathematica code, select the small cell bracket just below and

select the  Cell Ø Cell Properties Ø Open menu item.)
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numRounds = 15;
DoB
doeModelsNew = SymbolicRegression@doeEvalPts, doeResponse,

RobustModels Ø True,
DataVariableRange Ø 8-7, 7<,
TimeConstraint Ø 15,
IndependentEvolutions Ø 4D;

doeModelsRefined = SymbolicRegression@doeEvalPts, doeResponse,
InitialPopulation Ø MergeModelSets@

ParetoFrontüdoeModels,
EnsembleModelsüdoeEnsembleD,

RobustModels Ø True,
DataVariableRange Ø 8-7, 7<,
TimeConstraint Ø 10,
IndependentEvolutions Ø 3D;

doeModels = MergeModelSets@doeModelsNew, doeModelsRefinedD;

candidateModels = FirstüNicheModels@
doeModels,
NicheBy Ø 8LastüModelQualityüÒ &, 2<,
QualityBox Ø 8250, All<

D;
doeEnsemble = CreateModelEnsemble@candidateModels, doeEvalPts, doeResponseD;

mostUncertainPt = varSymbols ê. LastüModelMaximum@doeEnsemble,
DataVariableRange Ø dataVarRange,
EnsembleEvaluationFunction Ø StandardDeviation

D;
mostUncertainPt = IfB

Min@Norm@Subtract üüü DeleteCases@Transposeü8mostUncertainPt, Ò<, 8_Symbol, _<DD & êü doeEvalPtsD <
ptThreshold,

newPts = ModelMaximum@doeEnsemble, 10, DataVariableRange Ø dataVarRange,
EnsembleEvaluationFunction Ø StandardDeviationD;

SwitchBÒ,
8<, mostUncertainPt ê.
v_?NumberQ ß v + RandomRealBNormalDistributionB0, numParameters *ptThresholdFF,

8__<, FirstüÒF &üDeleteCases@varSymbols ê. newPtsPAll, -1T,
pt_List ê; HMin@ Norm@Subtract üüü DeleteCases@Transposeü8pt, Ò<, 8_Symbol, _<DD & êü doeEvalPtsD <

ptThresholdL, 81<D,
mostUncertainPt,
mostUncertainPt

F ê. MapThread@Rule, 8varSymbols, RandomReal@dataVarRange, numParametersD<D;

predictedPeak = varSymbols ê. LastüModelMaximum@doeEnsemble, DataVariableRange Ø dataVarRangeD;
predictedPeak = IfB

Min@Norm@Subtract üüü DeleteCases@Transposeü8predictedPeak, Ò<, 8_Symbol, _<DD & êü doeEvalPtsD <
ptThreshold,

newPts = ModelMaximum@doeEnsemble, 10, DataVariableRange Ø dataVarRangeD;
SwitchBÒ,

8<, predictedPeak ê.
v_?NumberQ ß v + RandomRealBNormalDistributionB0, numParameters *ptThresholdFF,

8__<, FirstüÒF &üDeleteCases@
varSymbols ê. newPtsPAll, -1T,
pt_List ê; HMin@ Norm@Subtract üüü DeleteCases@Transposeü8pt, Ò<, 8_Symbol, _<DD & êü doeEvalPtsD <

ptThresholdL, 81<D,
predictedPeak,
predictedPeak

F ê. MapThread@Rule, 8varSymbols, RandomReal@dataVarRange, numParametersD<D;

newPts = DeleteCases@8mostUncertainPt, predictedPeak<, 8<D;
newExperimentResponse = sampleFunc üüü newPts;

oldEvalPts = doeEvalPts;
oldResponse = doeResponse;

doeEvalPts = Join@doeEvalPts, newPtsD;
;
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doeEvalPts = Join@doeEvalPts, newPtsD;
doeResponse = Join@doeResponse, newExperimentResponseD;

PrintüGridTableA99
ShowA
ParetoFrontLogPlotAdoeModels, ImageSize Ø 140, PlotRange Ø 910-2, 1=, AspectRatio Ø 1,
PlotStyle Ø 88DarkerüGreen, PointSizeüMedium<, 8DarkerüGreen, PointSizeüLarge<<,
FrameTicks Ø 88Automatic, None<, 8None, None<< E,

ParetoFrontLogPlot@doeEnsemble ,
PlotStyle Ø 88Blue, PointSizeüMedium<, 8Blue, PointSizeüLarge<<

D,
PlotLabel Ø LabelForm@8LengthüoldResponse, "samples used"<, Joined Ø TrueD

E,
VariablePresenceMap@
doeEnsemble,
AspectRatio Ø 1, ImageSize Ø 140,
PlotLabel Ø LabelForm@"Ensemble Variables"D,
VariablesToPlot Ø varSymbols

D,
EnsemblePredictionPlot@doeEnsemble, oldEvalPts, oldResponse,
PlotLabel Ø LabelForm@"Vs. Current Data"D,
AspectRatio Ø 1, ImageSize Ø 140,
PlotStyle Ø 88Red, PointSizeüLarge<<

D
=, 9

ShowA
ParetoFrontLogPlotA
UpdateModelQuality@
doeModels,
doeEvalPts, doeResponseD,

ImageSize Ø 140, PlotRange Ø 910-2, 1=, AspectRatio Ø 1,
FrameTicks Ø 88Automatic, None<, 8None, None<<,
PlotStyle Ø 88DarkerüGreen, PointSizeüMedium<, 8DarkerüGreen, PointSizeüLarge<<E,

ParetoFrontLogPlot@
UpdateModelQuality@
EnsembleModelsüdoeEnsemble,
doeEvalPts, doeResponseD ,

PlotStyle Ø 88Blue, PointSizeüMedium<, 8Blue, PointSizeüLarge<<
D,
PlotLabel Ø LabelForm@8"Vs. New", LengthüdoeResponse, "samples"<, Joined Ø True, FontColor Ø RedD

E,
ResponseSurfacePlot@
doeEnsemble,
DataVariableRange Ø 8-7, 7<,
DataVariables Ø varSymbols,
VariablesToPlot Ø DriverVariables@doeEnsemble, SignificanceLevel Ø 0.3D,
PlotLabel Ø LabelFormü"Dominant Response",
Ticks Ø None, ImageSize Ø 140, Mesh Ø False

D,
DivergenceSurfacePlot@doeEnsemble, DataVariableRange Ø 8-7, 7<, DataVariables Ø varSymbols,
EnsembleDivergenceFunction Ø StandardDeviation,
VariablesToPlot Ø DriverVariables@doeEnsemble, SignificanceLevel Ø 0.3D,
PlotLabel Ø LabelFormü"Dominant Divergence",
Ticks Ø None, ImageSize Ø 140, Mesh Ø False

D
==,

Label Ø
LabelForm@8"The active DOE round Ò", doeRound, "modeling results"<, Joined -> True, FontSize -> 16D

E

, 8doeRound, 2, numRounds<F
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Interpreting the Active DOE Trajectory

In the early stages of the adaptive DOE above, the developed models fit the available data quite well but when the new

data was incorporated the calculated model quality would be seriously degraded — which was good since that meant the

information  nuggets  that  we thought  would  provide  maximum information  were,  in  fact,  achieving  that  objective.  Later,

the  models  would  not  be  destroyed  by  the  new  information  —  which  meant  that  the  process  was  homing  in  on  both

correctly identifying the driving variables AND the data response was starting to capture the basic dynamics.
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In the early stages of the adaptive DOE above, the developed models fit the available data quite well but when the new

data was incorporated the calculated model quality would be seriously degraded — which was good since that meant the

information  nuggets  that  we thought  would  provide  maximum information  were,  in  fact,  achieving  that  objective.  Later,

the  models  would  not  be  destroyed  by  the  new  information  —  which  meant  that  the  process  was  homing  in  on  both

correctly identifying the driving variables AND the data response was starting to capture the basic dynamics.

Looking  at  the  true  response  below  and  the  41  data  points  which  were  created  during  the  active  DOE  processing,  it  is

obvious that additional information is required to fully capture the response behavior of the underlying system. HOWEVER,

if we contrast the targeted data information with the insight that would have been generated if we had run a classic full

factorial DOE, which would have required 1,024 experiments, we see that in addition to confidently identifying the driving

variables, we are well on our way to understanding the true response behavior.

If we look at the above distribution of data points, we see that they are nicely distributed and have covered the parameter

space quite well — despite starting from a random initial distribution of only 11 samples. Once we have identified the key

drivers, we can shift to a subsequent active DOE operating in the lower dimensionality of the driving variables.

Basic understanding allows focused active DOE

Other Information

RELATED TUTORIALS

† Modeling Overview

† DataModeler Introduction

† Quick Start Tutorial

† DataModeler Function Overview & Taxonomy
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